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Abstract 
We are currently living in the Internet of Things (IoT) era, which 
involves devices that are connected to Internet and are communicating 
with each other. Each year, the number of devices increases rapidly, 
which result in rapid growth of data that is generated. This large 
amount of data is sometimes titled as Big Data, which is generated from 
different sources, such as log data of user behavior. These log files can 
be collected and analyzed in different ways, such as creating product 
recommendations. Product recommendations have been around since 
the late 90s, when the amount of data collected were not at the same 
level as it is today. The aim of this thesis has been to investigating 
methods to process and create product recommendations to see how 
well they are adapted for Big Data. This has been accomplished by three 
theory studies on how to process user events, how to make the product 
recommendation algorithm called collaborative filtering scalable and 
finally how to convert implicit feedback to explicit feedback (ratings). 
This resulted in a recommendation engine consisting of Apache Spark 
as the data processing system, which had three functions: read multiple 
log files and concatenate log files for each month, parsing the log files of 
the user events to create explicit ratings from the transactions and create 
four types of recommendations. The NoSQL database MongoDB was 
chosen as the database to store the different types of product 
recommendations that was created. To be able to get the 
recommendations from the recommendation engine and the database, a 
REST API was implemented which can be used by any third-party. 
What can be concluded from the results of this thesis work is that the 
system that was implemented is partial scalable. This means that 
Apache Spark was scalable for both concatenating files, parse and create 
ratings and also create the recommendations using the ALS method. 
However, MongoDB was shown to be not scalable when managing 
more than 100 concurrent requests. Future work involves making the 
recommendation engine distributed in a multi-node cluster to utilize the 
parallelization of Apache Spark. Other recommendations include 
considering other NoSQL databases that might be more scalable than 
MongoDB.  

Keywords: Collaborative filtering, log processing, event, Alternating 
Least Square. 
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1 Introduction 
We are currently living in the Internet of Things (IoT) era, which is a 
well-known paradigm. IoT consists of devices connected to Internet that 
are communicating with each other, where the aim of IoT is to simplify 
humans’ daily life in different situations using smart applications [1]. 
These smart applications can be divided into different IoT domains such 
as smart home, industry and market. [1] 

Each year, the number of devices increases, rapidly. In 2010 there was 5 
billion devices connected to Internet, the year 2020 it is forecasted that 
there will be 50 billion devices. [1] One consequence of the rapidly 
growth of devices is that more data is generated from the interaction 
between these devices and the communication. [2] The data is generated 
fast, has different types and it is difficult to store and manage the huge 
pile of data. Examples of sources from where this data is generated are 
social media, web browsing, video, logs and sensor data among other 
sources. [3] [4] The amount of data that was generated from the 
beginning of Internet until 2003 is now generated in just two days. It is 
also said that it requires approximately 20 billion PCs to store the 
world’s data. [4] This huge amount of data that is generated leads to the 
term Big Data. [5]  

1.1 Background and problem motivation 
Big data is changing the mentioned IoT domains and thus the society we 
live in. IoT contributes to simplify our daily life by making smart 
applications. However, a result of big data is that difficulties occurs 
when this data is to be stored, processed and analyzed. [6] 

Log data is one of the sources of big data and is a documentation of 
events that happen in a system which often results in log files. The log 
data can tell how a user has been interacting with a system. These log 
files could for example include the search queries by the user, products 
the user has been reading about or products that have been inserted into 
the shopping cart. Another example is transactions events, in which 
users are purchasing products. [7] 
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This collected data can later on be analyzed and used to create 
personalized applications, for example using product recommendations. 
Production recommendation is an example of how data can be analyzed 
to get customers more aware of other products that they might have not 
found during their visit on a web shop for example. [8]  

Many product recommendations are constructed by either explicit or 
implicit feedback. Explicit feedback includes user ratings or comments, 
that is, feedback that is given by the user directly. Implicit feedback 
however, is feedback that is not given directly by the user which 
includes purchases or clicks in an application for example. [9] 

There are many organizations that have recommendation systems, such 
as Amazon and Yahoo [10]. One example of product recommendation is 
Amazon’s recommendations based on the items in the shopping cart: 
“Other customers that shopped for this product also shopped for...”.  

For each day that pass, the event data collected in various systems and 
applications increases. Because of this, it is important to investigate how 
well product recommendations can adjust to rapidly increasing Big 
Data. 

1.2 Overall aim 
Product recommendations have been around for a long time, at least 
since the late 90s [11]. However, since the data that is created increases 
for each days that pass, it is important to investigate if product 
recommendation algorithms that have been used before, is suitable for 
more data as well. It is also important to investigate methods to process 
and make computation on user event data to see how well these 
methods and frameworks are suitable for larger datasets. The hope of 
this study is to make novel contributions on how user events can be 
collected and processed. As well as how it can be used by data mining 
methods to make product recommendations. The problem that will be 
solved in this thesis is to make product recommendations that are 
suitable for big data by investigate methods to process user event data.  
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1.3 Concrete and verifiable goals  
The thesis will in more detail involve three sections: Theory studies, 
construction and evaluation.  For these three sections, the following 
goals have been set up for this thesis work: 

1. Perform a theory study on how to process event data so it can be 
used for analysis and collect two methods. 

2. Perform a theory study of scalable collaborative filtering 
algorithms and collect two methods. 

3. Perform a theory study of how to make conversion of implicit 
feedback to explicit feedback and collect two methods. 

4. Construct a recommendation engine to create product 
recommendations using one method each from the three 
performed theory studies. That is, one method to process events, 
one method to make collaborative filtering and one method to 
convert implicit feedback to explicit feedback. 

5. Construct an application programming interface (API) which can 
be used to get recommendations from the recommendation 
engine. 

6. Evaluate the scalability of the event processing method in the 
recommendation engine that was chosen from the theory study. 

7. Evaluate the scalability of the product recommendation 
algorithm in the recommendation engine that was collected from 
the theory study. 

8. Evaluate the scalability of the database in the recommendation 
engine using the application programming interface. 
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1.4 Scope 
This thesis work will focus on creating a product recommendation 
engine that can be accessed by third-party software to get certain 
product recommendations given some input data.  The study will 
evaluate the system based on the scalability for the majority parts of the 
engine. The work will only consume two methods from each of the three 
theory studies, but there might be several other methods that can be 
used for this thesis purpose. Also, this work will not take security 
aspects in account, regarding the different parts of the system. The 
thesis work will neither evaluating the economic aspect, thus, there will 
be no measurements if the usage of the recommendation engine will 
increase any revenue because of increased product purchases. 

1.5 Outline 
Chapter 2 gives some underlying theory for this subject, Chapter 3 
describes the method used to meet the verifiable and concrete goals. 
Chapter 4 describes the choice of solution, which includes the result of 
the three performed theory studies. Chapter 5 presents the 
implementation that has been done from the choice of solution and the 
theory studies. Chapter 6 presents the result from the implemented 
engine. Finally, Chapter 7 discuss and conclude the result and the thesis 
in total. 
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2 Theory 
In this chapter the underlying theory for this thesis work is presented. In 
2.1 the term Big data is further explained. In 2.2, Internet of Things (IoT) 
is described. In 2.3, datamining and machine learning are explained. In 
2.4, different techniques and algorithms for product recommendations 
are given. In 2.5, events and data processing are described. In 2.6, 
NoSQL databases are explained. Finally in 2.7, related work are given, 
which explains similar work to this thesis work. 

2.1 Big data  
Big data has been around for a long time, it was first mentioned in 1997 
where the term was referred to as using larger amount of data than 
before. Now, the term is not only defined by the large volume of data 
but also making the huge amount of information usable and enable 
analysis of the data, to improve decision making and productivity. [12]  

In 2011, the data volume was stated to be 1.8 ZB (which is 1021 bytes). 
This amount of data is increasing every year that pass. Just within five 
years, the data volume is said to be increased by nine times. It is also 
stated that in the near future, the amount of data will be doubled every 
second year. [2] In previous studies, various definitions of big data are 
mentioned. Nowadays, big data can be defined by 4 Vs: velocity, variety, 
volume, value and veracity. [5] [6] [13] [4] [14] 

Velocity means the speed of the data being transferred from one place to 
another. This an important issue for time critical applications as well for 
applications for user with high requests for streamed data. Variety 
means the data can have different types and structures. This become a 
difficulty as the data increases because of the variety of source and type 
of the incoming data. Value means that the data that is stored should 
have some sort of quality so that it can be used later on, it involves the 
process which discovers the important value of the large dataset. 
Volume refers to the size of the data being sent. This is a challenge 
because it requires a lot of resources to be able to manage to store the 
data and make sense of it using for example data mining or analysis. 
Veracity means that the data can have different levels of quality, 
accuracy and trustworthiness. [5] [6] [13] [4] [14]  
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Big data has come to change our world in many ways and enrich our 
lives in areas such as business, science and engineering. However, big 
data also contributes with issues regarding how to store, process and 
mine it for example. [5] 

2.2 Internet of things 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Internet of Things (IoT) involves internet 
connected devices that are communicating [1]. By doing so, IoT is said to 
involve a world of objects that are communicating without human 
interference where the goal is to improve the world for human beings 
[15]. 

IoT aims to simplification of our daily life using smart applications in 
number of IoT domains, such as smart home, industry and market [1]. 
One example of an application is a smart garage door that knows when 
the householder is going home from work and opens automatically, it 
could also be an application that prepare coffee when a person wants it 
the most during the day.  

However, with IoT and the smart applications comes new requirements 
and needs. This is something that leads to research issues that need to be 
solved to make feasible applications. According to [1], the following 
issues are the most important to be solved: 

 Addressing and networking issues 

 Security and privacy 

One issue with IoT is that information that is generated from all the 
devices should be accessible for an authorized person. But with all these 
devices connected to Internet, they also need an address to be identified. 
This means that there must be some addressing rules and polices that 
need to be followed. An example of this issue is regarding the use of the 
IPv4 protocol and IPv4 addresses. The issue is that IPv4 addresses are 
limited and the protocol needs to be changed to other protocols with 
more addresses, for example IPv6, which uses 128 bits instead of 32 bits 
[1].  
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Another issue regards the current transport layer that is used, in specific 
the TCP protocol. IoT requires congestion control and reliability but 
TCP is not feasible to use for IoT.  This is because of three things: 
Connection setup, Congestion control and Data buffering. The 
connection setup in TCP involves the well-known three way handshake. 
This will be inefficient for the IoT applications because most of the 
transmissions will only involve small amount of data and will therefore 
spend most of its time to setup the connection. The other problem with 
TCP is the congestion control for wireless communication. This will be a 
problem in IoT because most of the communication will be between 
wireless devices, where the wireless medium is problematic for TCP. [1] 

The third problem with TCP is the data buffering, meaning that TCP 
need data to be buffered in a memory both at the source and destination. 
This can be too costly for the IoT devices because of the energy 
requirements.  [1] 

Another significant issue that needs to be solved regards security and 
privacy. The safety issue involves several aspects, such as authentication 
and data integrity. The authentication issue is difficult to solve, given 
that some authentication techniques need complex architectures, which 
not always possible with IoT devices with small energy and 
computation resources. Data integrity is another problem that is getting 
important to solve with IoTs new techniques. The RFID system is 
something which has this issue, because of the fact that RFIDs are often 
not supervised and the data can because of that reason be modified. [1] 

Also, privacy is something that needs to be considered in IoT. People 
should be able to control their privacy in means of which data that is 
collected from them, who is collecting it and when the collection of the 
data is happening. The data that is collected should only be used by 
authorized service providers with the aim to create necessary services. 
[1] 
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2.3 Datamining and machine learning 
As the data that is collected and created increases for each day that pass, 
there is a lot of information that are stored, where important discoveries 
can be made. Data mining have various definitions, one definition is 
that it means that these large collections of data are analyzed to find 
these correlations and relationships. These relationships are found using 
models such as rules or clustering. [16] 

On example of data mining is that a company can get information about 
their users behavior of an applications, such as what kind of people buy 
a certain product, during which hours etc.  

Machine learning is a study on how machines (computers) can be used 
to simulate real human learning and how it can be used to learn skills 
and knowledge from this learning of behavior. [17] 

In supervised learning, the input and output variables are known. The 
learning mechanism uses a training dataset to find a mapping between 
the input and output. By fetching another dataset called test dataset, the 
learning mechanism can make predictions on the input data. Supervised 
learning algorithms can be divided into either classification or regression. 
Classification means that the output variable is a category, for example a 
color. Regression means that the output variable is a real value, for 
example a rating of a movie, predicted by the mechanism. [18] [19] [20] 

In unsupervised learning, only the input variable is known, not the 
output variable. Unlike supervised learning, there is no correct answer 
that can be concluded from the input fetched to the system. Instead, the 
learning mechanism tries to discover patterns and similarities. The 
mechanisms can be divided into clustering or association. Clustering 
means that the input data is grouped into a certain cluster based on 
some behavior in the data, for example purchasing behavior. 
Association means that the input data is analyzed to find rules that 
explain the behavior of the data, for example based on a specific age, a 
certain product is bought frequently. [18] [19] [20] 

2.4 Recommendation algorithms 
According to [21] and [22], recommendation algorithms/systems can be 
categorized into three classes: Content-based, Collaborative-Filtering and 
Hybrid, illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Recommendation techniques. [21] 

2.4.1 Content-based recommendation 

Content-based (CB) recommendation approach means that the users get 
recommended products based on previous grading of items. Using the 
grading from a user for a specific product, the user can be 
recommended product which have characteristics similar to products 
the user has been given high grades. Thus, the algorithm uses historical 
data from the user’s grading of products, making a user profile. [21] 

A result of using a content-based recommendation algorithm is that this 
algorithm can only recommend products which have a grading and are 
not new, nor can it recommend products that similar users prefer. 
Another consequence is that it is not possible to use this algorithm in 
cold-start situations, in which there is no collected information about the 
user, for example when the user has just installed an application and has 
not made a purchase. [21] [23]  
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2.4.2 Collaborative-filtering recommendation 

Collaborative-filtering (CF) algorithm focus on users that have similar 
interests. Based on the common interests, products are recommended to 
a user in the cluster of similar users. It relies on the rating by the target 
user as well as the common users’ ratings. [21] [23] 

As shown in figure 1, these kind of recommendation algorithms can be 
further divided into two subclasses: memory-based and model-based. [22] 
Memory-based algorithms try to find neighbors that approves similar 
products. Memory-based techniques are further divided into item-based 
and user-based. User-based filtering calculates the similarity of users 
depending on their ratings on products. All the unknown ratings by a 
certain user is set by making predictions. The predicted rating for the 
current user on an item is computed as the weighted average of ratings 
on the item by all the similar users. In item-based filtering, the similarity 
is computed between the items instead of users. [22] 

In model-based algorithms, the known ratings are used to build a model. 
To build the model to make the recommendations, machine learning 
methods can be used. Using machine learning, a model can be pre-
computed so the recommendations can be delivered in fast manner. [22] 

As with CB recommendations, a limitation for CF recommendation are 
cold-start (when there is a new user that has not rated any items yet). 
Another issue is that the recommendations are based on other user’s 
ratings. A consequence of this is that users cannot receive any 
recommendations for new product if there are no other users that have 
rated the new product.  Another issue is that the regular CF method is 
said to be not scalable for large datasets. [22] 

2.4.3 Hybrid recommendation 

Other kind of recommendation algorithms falls into the class of hybrid. 
These algorithms combines different kinds of recommendation 
techniques to be able to dodge problems with the different techniques in 
collaborative and content-based filtering. This type of recommendation 
algorithms involve weighted hybridization and switching hybridization 
among other techniques mentioned in [22]. 
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In weighted hybridization, a linear formula is used in which results 
from multiple techniques are integrated. This means that both a 
collaborative and content-based filtering can be used, and the score of 
them are collected and put into the linear formula to get the final 
recommendations. In switching hybridization, the recommendation 
engine can switch between different techniques if necessary. [22] 

2.5 Events and data processing 
An event is something that happens in a system that can be generated 
by a user or the system itself that often are collected into a log entry in a 
log file. A log entry most of the time includes an id that identifies the 
event, followed by a set of attributes, attributes that describe why the 
event happened and finally the event most of the time involves a time 
attribute which tells when the event happened. Logs can be used in 
various ways depending on the purpose. Events can be different kind of 
interactions such as key strokes or mouse clicks as well as if an error 
occurs in the system. Historical, logs have been used to be able to solve 
problems in systems, but are nowadays used for other purposes as well, 
such as tracking the performance in systems or actions of users (such as 
user transactions). For these generated logs, log management is of 
significant importance to be able to store logs in a proper way so that 
authorized users can access them during a period of time for analysis 
among other tasks. [24] [25] [7] 

These logs can later be passed on to a system which process and analyze 
the content. These systems can sometimes be Event Stream Processing 
(ESP) system. An ESP system is used in systems that receive streams of 
events and is responsible to manage the events. An ESP is used to 
analyze and then deliver information about the events by event 
visualizations such as dashboard or similar. Using these systems, it is 
possible to analyze the events before they are sent further to a database 
for archive storing or similar. [26] [27] 
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However, there are some problems regarding log management. These 
problems are [7]: 

 Multiple log sources 

 Heterogeneous log content 

 Inconsistent timestamps 

 Multiple log formats 

 Log confidentially and integrity 

Multiple log sources means that for an organization, the generation of 
the log files can happen in several places and systems. This could for 
example be in an application for users that sign in and order food, in 
which the log source can create one log for the authentication part when 
the user sign in and one log for the actual user behavior information that 
is collected. [7] 

Heterogeneous log content means that the log entry can be of different 
types, meaning that entries may not include the same fields/attributes 
but rather the information that is most important for the specific log 
source. Because of this reason, it gets difficult to make relationships 
between different log sources when no common attribute exists. In some 
cases, the same information might be collected, but representation is 
different (for example timestamps). [7] 

A log entry often involves a timestamp which tells when the event 
occurred in the system. Inconsistent timestamps means that the 
timestamps generated from different applications might have different 
internal clocks, meaning that it is difficult sometimes to analyze log 
entries in different log files and conclude the order of the events.  [7] 

Multiple log formats means that applications in an organization might 
not have the same log format when outputting to a log file. There exist a 
lot of different known log formats, such as: XML, SNMP, comma-
separated, tab-separated. In some cases the log format is not of a 
standard format but instead configured specific for the application and 
its purpose or to ensure it is readable for humans. [7] 
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Log confidentially and integrity regards how the log entries are 
protected and how the integrity and confidentially is guaranteed, which 
is challenging. Depending on the system that generates the log entries, 
the information can be of different levels of sensitive information about 
users. When the level of sensitive information is high, security and 
privacy aspects are of significant importance so that non-authorized 
users cannot access the sensitive information. [7] 

2.6 NoSQL databases 
As the amount of data generated increases for each day that pass, the 
approach to store data has changed. Traditional (SQL) databases have 
been based on storing data by a relational model. [28] [29] Due to the 
increasing amount of data that needs to be stored, new demands have 
evolved. These demands have evolved from some aspects mentioned in 
[30], such as: 

 High concurrent of reading writing with low latency 

To be able to meet the customer needs and requirements on 
applications, the underlying database needs to be able to 
manage concurrency of read and write operations with low 
response time.  

 Efficient big data storage and access requirements 

The database needs to be able to store large amount of data (in 
levels of Petabytes and beyond) and be able to manage large 
amount of traffic as well.  

 High scalability and high availability 

The database should be able to handle increasing number of 
concurrent requests from users as well as keep it 
uninterrupted when performing expansion and upgrades on 
the database.   

 Lower management and operational costs 

Because of the increase of data that needs to be stored, the cost 
for hardware and software has also increased. This cost needs 
to be lowered so big data can be stored in the future.  
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With the rapidly increasing data, the regular SQL databases are getting 
outdated and slow and are replaced in many situations by NoSQL 
databases, because of the demands mentioned [30]. NoSQL databases 
are designed to be better suitable to store large amount of data than SQL 
databases and are getting popular choice as a storage system. This is 
done by parallelization and distribution on multiple nodes in clusters. 
[28] [29] 

There are different kinds of NoSQL databases that can be divided into 
four classes of data models: Key-value, document, wide-column and 
graph databases. [28] 

2.6.1 Key-value 

Key-value databases means that the data is stored as key and values, 
meaning that for every key, there is an associated value that is stored in 
tables (similar to hash tables). [28] [30] Each value can be of various 
datatypes, such as text strings or lists. For most of the databases in this 
category, searches are only possible against the key and not the 
corresponding value and its fields. Examples of key-value databases are 
Dynamo, Voldemort, Redis and Riak. [28] 

2.6.2 Document 

Document databases store data in form of documents and are similar to 
key-value databases in the structure of the data. However, the data can 
have different formats such as JSON, XML or BSON. Another difference 
is that both the key and value for each document is searchable. 
Examples of document databases are MongoDB and CouchDB. [28] [30] 

2.6.3 Wide-column 

Wide-column databases structure the data that is to be stored in form of 
columns, where each column can be similar to a table in a relational 
database [31]. This kind of databases often stores significant large data, 
such as peta-byte scale. Examples of wide-column databases are 
Bigtable, Hypertable and Cassandra. [28] 
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2.6.4 Graph databases 

Graph databases are focused on relations, but it is not relations similar 
to tables but rather using nodes, edges and properties in graphs. Each 
node is a type of entity or object. Between nodes there can be a 
relationship, which is noted as an edge between them. For each node, 
there can be several properties, which are expressed as pairs of key and 
value. Examples of graph databases are Neo4j, InfoGrid and 
InfiniteGraph. [28] 

2.7 Related work 
There have been a lot of previous studies in the area of recommendation 
systems and processing.  

In [32], a real-time recommender system is developed, called StreamRec. 
The paper proposes an architecture suitable for streaming data. The 
architecture provides real-time incremental processing and push-based 
subscriptions. Real-time incremental processing means that the system is 
suitable for high-throughput processing and it can handle incremental 
evaluation. The result is that the system can build a model and generate 
recommendations in real-time. Push-based subscriptions means that 
users can register to receive recommendations which are updated when 
their recommendation list is changed. StreamRec uses collaborative 
filtering technique to build a recommendation model and is scalable by 
parallelizing the operations. In the paper, two applications are created 
as a demo where both of them use StreamRec: MSRNews and MSRFlix. 
MSRNews is an application that is used for news and uses StreamRec to 
get personalized news in their newsfeed. In MSRFlix, StreamRec is used 
to get recommendations on movies. Both of the applications use likes 
and ratings to perform collaborative filtering and provide 
recommendations. In similar to StreamRec, this paper will also present 
an architecture that can be used to build recommendations, but with 
user transaction data. 
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In [33], a novel product recommender system is presented, called METIS. 
The system detects users’ transaction intents by microblogs in near real-
time and produces recommendations on products based on matches of 
user information and product information, which is learned from users’ 
microblogs and online reviews. The approach is to capture purchase 
intents using online social networks (OSN) which ends up in 
recommendations that are not associated to a specific e-commerce 
website but is rather a general recommender system. The system 
consists of three parts: Purchase intent detection, Demographic information 
extraction and Product recommendation. The purchase intent detection 
uses tweets and filters irrelevant tweets based on a manually created list 
of words. To be able to detect tweets about purchase intents, a model 
based on classification is used. In addition to the purchase intent 
detection, the demographic information extraction part of the system is 
used to extend the information collection to consider demographic 
information as well. The demographic information extraction is divided 
into two parts: user demographics extraction and product demographic 
extraction. The user demographic extraction means that demographic 
information is fetched from each user’s public profile from the 
microblog. The product demographic extraction involves extract 
reviews on products on e-commerce websites, as well as mentions of the 
reviews on microblogs. In similar to this paper, this thesis work will also 
make recommendations based upon user transactions.  

In [34], the design and development of a system to recommend TV 
programs is proposed. To produce the recommendations, a hybrid 
approach in means of collaborative filtering and content-based filtering is 
used. The architecture consists of several modules to be able to give 
collaborative and content-based recommendations, as well as star 
recommendations using the hybrid approach.  

For the content-based recommendations, TV programs listings and user 
profile are used. The first step is to download information about TV 
programs and metadata to the programs such as program name, 
viewing channel and a describing text. The second step is to get the user 
profile, consisting of user preferences such as when the user most of the 
time is watching TV and what kind of TV shows the user likes. The 
result of these two steps is content-based recommendations.  
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For the collaborative filtering approach, the user’s rating history and 
other users’ ratings history are used. The ratings are collected by each 
user each time the user log into the system. The result from these ratings 
is collaborative recommendations. When the same program is listed in 
both the content-based and collaborative recommendations list, it is said 
to be a star recommendation. In similar to this thesis work, collaborative 
filtering will be used. However, a hybrid approach will not be within 
the scope of this work. 
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3 Methodology 
The thesis has been carried out at the company Leeroy’s office in 
Sundsvall and has been an agile project work. The project process has 
been reported to supervisors approximately every two weeks, where the 
online service “Trello” (Kanban board) has been used to keep 
supervisors updated with the thesis work. The following chapter 
describes the methods that have been used to achieve each of the goals 
mentioned in Chapter 1. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the thesis work is 
divided into three sections: Theory studies (3.1-3.3), construction (3.4-3.5) 
and evaluation (3.6-3.7). Each subchapter begins with a recap of the goal. 

3.1 Theory study on event processing 
This subchapter explains how goal 1 “Perform a theory study on how to 
process event data so it can be used for analysis and collect two methods” will 
be achieved.  

As the goal describes, a theory study will be performed to get two 
methods to process and make computations on event data. The study 
will be based on data collection of published papers and journals that 
are stored in Google Scholar database. To be able in this work to make 
novel contributions within this area of research, the papers and journals 
that will be chosen to the study will have the following criteria: 

1. The paper/journal needs to include some of the following words 
“event processing”, “big data processing”, “data stream 
processing” or “data processing survey”. 

2. The paper/journal is from 2012 or newer. 

Criteria 1 was set to filter out irrelevant articles. Criteria 2 was set to 
keep updated with relative new solutions that might be better adapted 
for big data than prior processing systems. From the result of papers 
from criteria 1 and 2, four surveys that are found to be most relevant 
will be used to collect the two most used methods to process user events.  
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3.2 Theory study on collaborative filtering algorithms 
This subchapter explains how goal 2 “Perform a theory study of scalable 
collaborative filtering algorithms and collect two methods” will be achieved.  

As the goal describes, a theory study will be performed to get two 
methods to make product recommendations using collaborative filtering. 
As with the first theory study, this study will also be based on data 
collection of published papers and journals that is stored in Google 
Scholar database. To be able in this work to make novel contributions 
within this area of research, the papers and journals that will be chosen 
to the study will have the following criteria: 

1. The paper/journal needs to include the words “scalable 
recommendation algorithms”, “scalable recommendation 
system”, “product recommendation”, “recommender system” or 
“Collaborative filtering big data”. 

2. The paper/journal is from 2009 or newer. 

As with the first theory study, criteria 1 was set so irrelevant articles 
could be filtered out. Criteria 2 was set to keep updated with relative 
new algorithms. From the given result of papers from the criteria 1 and 
2, three papers that are found to be most relevant will be used to get two 
methods to make collaborative filtering adapted to larger datasets.  

3.3 Theory study on conversion of implicit feedback 
This subchapter explains how goal 3 “Perform a theory study of how to 
make conversion of implicit feedback to explicit feedback and collect two 
methods” will be achieved. 

Since user events can be of various forms and can include implicit or 
explicit feedback, it is necessary to be able to make recommendations no 
matter which feedback that is available of the users’ interactions. Thus, a 
theory study will be performed to collect two methods that can make 
conversion of implicit feedback, such that the collection of user events 
can be used to later on make product recommendations. 
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As with theory study 1 and 2, this study will also be based on data 
collection of published papers and journals that is stored in Google 
Scholar database. Papers and journals that will be chosen to the study 
have the following criteria: 

1. The paper/journal needs to include the words “implicit feedback 
recommendation system” or “implicit feedback recommender 
system”. 

2. The paper/journal is from 2012 or newer 

As with the first and second theory studies, criteria 1 was set so 
irrelevant articles could be filtered out. Criteria 2 was set to keep 
updated with relative new possible methods to use for this purpose. 
From the given result of papers, two papers will be collected in which 
two methods are collected to make conversion of implicit feedback.   

3.4 Construct a recommendation engine 
This subchapter explains how goal 4 “Construct a recommendation engine 
to create product recommendations using one method each from the three 
performed theory studies. That is, one method to process events, one method to 
make collaborative filtering and one method to convert implicit feedback to 
explicit feedback” will be achieved.  

The recommendation engine will be implemented entirely using Java in 
a cluster consisting of one node. Further, one method each from the 
previous three mentioned theory studies will be used to construct the 
recommendation engine. This means that from the first theory study, 
one method to process user events will be used. From the second theory 
study, one method to create collaborative filtering (product 
recommendations) will be used. From the third study, one method to 
convert implicit feedback into explicit feedback will be used. The event 
processing system that will be collected and chosen from theory study 
will be responsible to read the user events and parse the log data. Also, 
the chosen collaborative filtering technique and the method to make 
conversion of implicit feedback to explicit feedback, will be 
implemented in the system collected from the first theory study. The 
user events that are going to be used in this work, inherits from 
transactions that are collected by the company Leeroy. 
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Further, there will be four types of recommendations produced using 
the recommendation engine that will be stored in a database. The 
database that has been chosen for this purpose is a NoSQL database 
(MongoDB) so that it is suitable for larger set of data. 

3.5 Construct an application programming interface (API) 
This subchapter explains how goal 5 “Construct an application 
programming interface (API) which can be used to get recommendations from 
the recommendation engine” will be achieved.  

The recommendations that will be produced using the three collected 
methods from the theory studies, will be inserted into the NoSQL 
database MongoDB. To be able to provide the recommendations for any 
third-party software, an API will be implemented which will be the 
intermediate unit between the client (third-party software) and the 
database. The reason why this API is implemented is because then the 
third-party software do not need to consider which database that is 
storing the recommendations and how to read the recommendation 
directly from it. The type of API that has been chosen to be implemented 
is a REST API, hosted locally in the same local LAN as the 
recommendation engine. By using a REST API, the client just needs to 
send a GET HTTP request to the address and port where the API is 
running and do not need to care about which database that is used. 
Thus, this means that the client do not need to consider how the actual 
query of the database is performed, but is rather taken care of by the 
API instead.  

The REST API will be designed so that each type of recommendation 
will be available at a unique URL endpoint. Also, the REST API will 
provide a URL endpoint which can interpret queries to be able to 
simplify the usage of the API, meaning that the user do not have to 
remember the exact structure of the URL.  
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3.6 Evaluation of scalability for the processing method 
This subchapter explains how goal 6 “Evaluate the scalability of the event 
processing method in the recommendation engine that was chosen from the 
theory study” will be achieved.  

From the first theory study on methods to process user events, two 
methods will be produced, in which one will be used and evaluated by 
its scalability in the implemented recommendation engine. The 
scalability will be measured by the time to process the events and its 
throughput. From the time required to process the events, the 
throughput will be computed. The throughput of the processing method 
will be measured in terms of number of events/second which will show 
the performance of the method and thus how scalable the system is. For 
this goal, the method collected from the third theory study (conversion 
of implicit feedback) will be evaluated as well. The scalability of the 
method will be evaluated based on different types of datasets. 

3.7 Evaluation of scalability for the recommendation 
algorithm 
This subchapter explains how goal 7 “Evaluate the scalability of the product 
recommendation algorithm in the recommendation engine that was collected 
from the theory study” will be achieved.  

From the second theory study on product recommendation algorithms, 
one method will be chosen to be implemented. The method that is 
collected will be evaluated by its scalability when creating different 
types of recommendations. The scalability of the method will be 
evaluated using required time to produce the different 
recommendations based on different types of datasets. 
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3.8 Evaluation of scalability for NoSQL database using the 
API 
This subchapter explains how goal 8 “Evaluate the scalability of the 
database in the recommendation engine using the application programming 
interface” will be achieved.  

Using the application programming interface that will be created, the 
database in the recommendation engine will be evaluated by its 
scalability. The scalability will be measured using response time and the 
concurrent requests/second. The response time will be measured when 
multiple users send requests to get recommendations. From the 
response time, the throughput given in requests/second will be 
computed that will show the performance and thus the scalability of the 
database. 
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4 Choice of solution 
This chapter presents the results from the theory studies that have been 
performed and which methods that have been chosen to be 
implemented. In 4.1 the results from the first study about event 
processing systems are presented. In 4.2 the results from the second 
theory study on collaborative filtering methods are presented. The third 
and last theory study on how implicit feedback can be converted into 
explicit feedback is presented in 4.3. In 4.4, the chosen solution to be 
implemented is explained. 

4.1 Data processing systems 
The first theory study that was performed was about event/data 
processing systems. As mentioned in Chapter 2, ESP systems are 
systems that manage and process events. ESP systems enable users to 
analyze events as well. This study resulted in four collected surveys: 

1. X. Liu, N. Iftikhar and X. Xie, "Survey of real-time processing 
systems for big data," in Proceedings of the 18th International 
Database Engineering \& Applications Symposium, 2014. [35] 

2. J. N. Hughes, M. D. Zimmerman, C. N. Eichelberger and A. D. 
Fox, "A survey of techniques and open-source tools for 
processing streams of spatio-temporal events" in Proceedings of 
the 7th ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on 
GeoStreaming, 2016. [36] 

3. J. Samosir, M. Indrawan-Santiago and P. D. Haghighi, "An 
evaluation of data stream processing systems for data driven 
applications" Procedia Computer Science, vol. 80, pp. 439-449, 
2016. [37] 

4. S. Kamburugamuve, G. Fox, D. Leake and J. Qiu, "Survey of 
distributed stream processing for large stream sources" Grids Ucs 
Indiana Edu, 2013. [38] 

From the four papers, the systems that was mentioned in each paper 
was noted. A summarize of all papers and their mentioned systems are 
being presented in Table 1.  
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Table 1: A summarize of the mentioned event processing systems from the 
papers. 

Paper Liu et 
al., 
2014 

Hughe
s et al., 
2016 

Samosi
r et al., 
2016 

Kamburu
gamuve 
et al. 
2013 

Total 
mentions 

EPS 

Apache 
Storm 

X X X X 4 

Apache 
Spark  

X X X  3 

Apache 
Samza 

  X X 2 

Apache S4 X   X 2 

Hadoop 
online 

X    1 

Flume X    1 

Scribe X    1 

All-RiTE X    1 

Flink  X   1 

Apache 
Beam  

 X   1 

Aurora    X 1 

Borealis    X 1 
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In the first paper [35], “Survey of Real-time Processing Systems for Big 
Data”, is a survey about systems that can handle Big Data in real-time.  
The real-time challenge is mentioned, which means that nowadays there 
is a lot of data to manage, but there is a need to have the data available 
in real-time, which is not always possible. This is why the paper make a 
survey about existing real-time processing systems. As mentioned in 
Table 1, the paper introduces the systems Apache Storm, Apache Spark, 
Apache S4, Hadoop Online, Flume, Scribe and ALL-RiTE. 

The second paper [36], “A Survey of Techniques and Open-Source Tools 
for Processing Streams of Spatio-Temporal Events” have the similar 
approach as the first paper, it also address the problem of processing 
data streams in real-time. In the paper, Complex Event Processing (CEP) 
architecture is explained and libraries that can be used to access the 
event streams and get certain type of data. In detail, the paper is about 
geospatial processing and standards that can be used to process this 
kind of data. In the paper, Apache Storm, Apache Spark, Flink and 
Apache Beam are mentioned as systems that can be used for this area. 

The third paper [37], “An Evaluation of Data Stream Processing Systems 
for Data Driven Applications”, is a survey about data stream processing 
systems, but also includes evaluation of these. In the paper, sensor data 
from monitoring railway systems is used to evaluate systems that can be 
used to process these kind of data streams. The three tested systems are 
Apache Storm, Apache Spark and Apache Samza. 

In the fourth paper [38], “Survey of distributed stream processing for 
large stream sources” is a survey about the newer kind of systems called 
distributed stream processing systems (DSPS) to address the problem of 
Big Data. In this paper, a stream processing model is introduced as well 
as requirements for DSPS. The paper later describes existing techniques 
to handle failures in these kind of systems. Finally the paper evaluates 
the systems Aurora, Borealis, Apache Storm, Apache Spark, Apache 
Samza and Apache S4 based on the requirements described in the paper.  

The theory study shows that from the given four papers, the two most 
mentioned systems to use for event processing are Apache Storm and 
Apache Spark.  
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4.1.1 Apache Storm 

Apache Storm is used for processing streams in real time, built by 
Twitter. The architecture consist of three types of nodes: Nimbus, 
Zookeeper and Supervisor, presented in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Architecture of Apache Storm [39]. 

Nimbus node is the node that have the program code and is the actual 
server. Nimbus node shares the code to other nodes that executes the 
code. The Nimbus node is also responsible for the progress of each of 
the execution nodes and can restart the worker nodes if failures occur. 
Zookeeper nodes are used to coordinate the cluster. All the worker 
nodes run a daemon called supervisor. The coordination between the 
supervisor and the Nimbus nodes is managed by the Zookeeper node. 
[38] 
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In Storm, the data flow is called a stream which is a sequence of tuples 
consisting of datatypes which describes the structure of the data. A spout 
is the input component that listens and receive data from a socket or 
from a message queue and it is from the spouts that streams originates. 
Then the data is sent through bolts which are processing components 
that take care of the computation logic. Bolts takes input from another 
bolt or a spout. Spouts and bolts that are connected and form a network 
that is called a topology. Storm has no machine learning library, but 
using an external platform called SAMOA, classification and clustering 
algorithms can be implemented and running on top of Storm. [35] [36] 
[37] [38] [40] 

4.1.2 Apache Spark 

Spark is a system that can be used for processing big data in real-time or 
in batches as well as processing data in non-stream format. Apache 
Spark runs on top of Hadoop. Spark spreads a Spark application into 
several executor processes to share the workload. The number of 
executor processes can be reduced or increased depending on the need 
of the application. [35] [37] [40] [41] 

The architecture of Apache Spark is presented in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: The architecture of Apache Spark. [42] 
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As Figure 3 shows, the architecture of Spark consist of a driver program, 
cluster manager and worker nodes. The driver program runs a spark 
context, which can be connected to different types of cluster managers, 
depending on which kind of cluster that is requested. The cluster 
manager is responsible to allocate resources for the application running. 
Spark sends the program to executors which are situated in the worker 
nodes, which runs processes and computations. When the program is 
fetched to the worked nodes and its executors, the executors create tasks 
that divides the computations. If the task is possible to parallelize, it is 
divided into several jobs. Then, the jobs are divided into several stages.  
[42] 

Spark provides improved speed because of the fact that it uses in-
memory computation and iterative computation, using abstraction 
Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD). These RDDs can be split across the 
cluster so computation can be made parallel and thus, be more scalable. 
When computations have been made, Spark can be configured to store 
the result in memory and do not write to a hard drive. By storing the 
most of the data in memory instead of writing the data to disk, Spark 
increase the performance in processing data. Spark also supports 
multiple machine learning tasks, using implementations in its ml library. 
[35] [37] [40] [41] 
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4.2 Collaborative filtering algorithms 
As mentioned in Chapter 4, recommendations algorithms can be 
divided into three different classifications: Content-based filtering, 
collaborative filtering and hybrid filtering. In the second theory study, the 
following 3 papers have been chosen to investigate methods to create 
product recommendations adapted for big data in collaborative filtering: 

1. F. O. Isinkaye, Y. O. Folajimi and B. A. Ojokoh, 
"Recommendation systems: Principles, methods and evaluation" 
Egyptian Informatics Journal, vol. 16, pp. 261-273, 2015. [43] 

2. Y. Koren, R. Bell and C. Volinsky, "Matrix factorization 
techniques for recommender systems," Computer, vol. 42, 2009. 
[44] 

3. D. Bokde, S. Girase and D. Mukhopadhyay, "Matrix factorization 
model in collaborative filtering algorithms: A survey," Procedia 
Computer Science, vol. 49, pp. 136-146, 2015. [45] 

In the first paper [43], Isinkaye et al. describe content-based filtering, 
collaborative filtering as well as seven different hybrid filtering 
techniques. Also, the pros and cons for each class and some 
improvements and techniques to overcome well known issues 
associated to each algorithm are mentioned. When using user-item 
matrix to create recommendations and the amount of users and 
products are large, there will be a large and sparse user-item matrix. 
This leads to a sparsity problem, which is due to the fact that users do 
not rate all of the items but rather a few. In the paper, multiple 
techniques are mentioned that can be used for model-based 
collaborative filtering to solve the sparsity and scalability problem. 
These techniques consist of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), Latent 
Semantic methods, Regression, Clustering and Matrix Completion Techniques 
such as Alternating Least Square (ALS).  

In the second paper [44], Koren et al. describe different strategies for 
recommender systems, where content filtering and collaborative 
filtering are mentioned as well as how they have been implemented in 
various systems and applications.  
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In the paper, matrix factorization methods and how they can be used to 
create item recommendations are explained. Koren et al. explain that 
matrix factorization methods are a popular choice among recommender 
systems because of the fact that they are scalable and offer good 
predictive accuracy. Further, some learning algorithms are mentioned, 
which are based on the matrix factorization, namely Stochastic Gradient 
Descent and Alternating Least Square. 

The third paper [45] is a survey about collaborative filtering, specifically 
how recommendations can be built using matrix factorization methods. 
Bokde et al. mention that collaborative filtering methods are preferable 
to create recommendations compared to other recommendation 
techniques, due to its performance and accuracy. In the paper, the 
advantages and disadvantages associated with collaborative filtering 
methods are mentioned, as well the general problems with collaborative 
filtering. The problems associated with collaborative filtering are 1) the 
size of the dataset, 2) the sparseness of the rating matrix.  

However, these two problems are said to be solved by using matrix 
factorization. The matrix factorization methods that are mentioned are: 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), 
Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) and Non-Negative Matrix 
Factorization (NMF). 

4.2.1 Alternating Least Square (ALS) 

Alternating Least Square is a matrix factorization method that can be 
used to predict the missing values (ratings) in a user-item matrix. Given 
a matrix 𝑅 ∈ 𝑅 ∗  of m items and n users, ALS method is used to 
factorize the matrix into two matrices U (users) and P (products) such 
that the product of U and P approximates R in the following fashion [44] 
[46] [47]: 

𝑅 ≈ 𝑈 𝑋 𝑃 (1) 

In case of user purchasing items, the equation can be expressed more 
clearly using Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: The user-product matrix is approximated by user and product 
matrices [47]. 

In the process of ALS, the aim is to minimize the error that results from 
the approximation. This is by minimize the cost function [44] [46] [47]: 

𝐶 = ‖𝑅 − 𝑈𝑥𝑃 ‖ + 𝜆(‖𝑈‖ + ‖𝑃‖ ) (2) 

𝐶 = (𝑟 − 𝑢 𝑝 ) + 𝜆(
( , )∈

‖𝑢 ‖ + ‖𝑝 ‖ ) (3) 

In the equation 3, k is a set of all pair of (u, i) where the ratings are 
known. Lambda is a parameter which control the range of 
regularization. The equation consist of two terms: Mean Square Error 
(MSE) and the regularization term. MSE is the distance (error) between 
the original matrix R (with known ratings) and its approximation. The 
regularization term is used to prevent overfitting. [44] [46] [47] 

The method works by a two-step iterative process, where in every 
iteration, the process fixes parameter P and solves for U and then fixes U 
and solves for P. The result of each iteration can be one of two outcomes: 
the cost function is unchanged, or it is decreased. For each iteration, the 
cost function is divided into the following cost functions for users and 
products [44] [46] [47]: 

∀𝑢 : 𝐶(𝑢 ) =  ‖𝑅 − 𝑢 𝑥𝑃 ‖ + 𝜆 ∗ ‖𝑢 ‖  (4) 

∀𝑝 : 𝐶 𝑝 =  𝑅 − 𝑈𝑥𝑝 + 𝜆 ∗ 𝑝  (5) 
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These equations results in the following solutions for user 𝑢  and 
product 𝑝 : 

𝑢 = (𝑃  𝑥 𝑃 + 𝜆𝐼)  𝑥 𝑃 𝑥 𝑅   (6) 

𝑝 = (𝑈  𝑥 𝑈 + 𝜆𝐼)  𝑥 𝑈 𝑥 𝑅   (7) 

Each solution 𝑢  and 𝑝  is independent, which means that each step can 
be parallelized [44] [46] [47].  

4.2.2 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 

Similar to ALS, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a technique that 
can be used to factorize a matrix. Given a matrix A of m rows and n 
columns with rank r, it can be factorized in the following fashion [48] 
[45]:  

𝑆𝑉𝐷(𝐴) = 𝑈 𝑥 𝑆 𝑥 𝑉   (8) 

In Figure 5, the matrix factorization method is presented further.  

 

Figure 5: The matrix X is factorized into three different matrices [49]. 
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The matrix A is factorized into matrices U, V and S with 
dimensions  𝑚 𝑥 𝑚 , 𝑛 𝑥 𝑛  and  𝑚 𝑥 𝑛 . The matrix S is called singular 
matrix and contains non-zero values in its diagonal, with the 
requirement that 𝑠 > 0 and  𝑠 ≥ 𝑠 ≥ ⋯ ≥ 𝑠 . In matrix U, the first r 
columns are eigenvalues of 𝐴𝐴 . In matrix V, the first r columns are 
eigenvalues of 𝐴 𝐴. The first r columns in U and V represent the left and 
right singular vectors of the original matrix A, respectively.  

The method SVD can be used to make recommendations because of the 
fact that it can provide low-rank approximation of the original matrix A. 
Then the 𝑘 ≪ 𝑟 largest singular values from the matrix S are retained, 
this is by taking the first 𝑘 ≪ 𝑟  elements of the matrix S where the 
element are sorted. A result of this operation is that the dimensionality 
of S is reduced with the hope that most of the important latent relations 
exist in the reduced matrix 𝑆 . Similar to  𝑆 , the matrices U and V are 
reduced to 𝑈  and  𝑉 , respectively. The matrix 𝑈  is the result of 
removing the r-k columns from matrix U. 𝑉  matrix is the result of 
removing the r-k rows from matrix V. Using the three matrices 𝑈 , 𝑉  
and 𝑆 , a linear approximation of the original matrix A with rank k can 
be expressed in the following way: 

𝐴 = 𝑈  𝑥 𝑆  𝑥 𝑉   (9) 

In [48], an item-based collaborative filtering technique based on SVD is 
presented, in order to improve the scalability of the item-based 
collaborative filtering method. The proposed method consists of seven 
steps [48]:  

1. Collect a user-item matrix R of dimension 𝑚 𝑥 𝑛, which consist of 
user ratings on items.  

2. Preprocess the data in the matrix A by removing all missing data 
entries so that the normalized matrix 𝑅  is collected. 

a. For each row and for each column in A, compute the 
average rating value, 𝑟  and 𝑟  respectively.  

b. For all the missing rating values in A, insert the column 
average for that specific column.  

c. For all the inserted rating values, subtract the row average. 
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3. Factorize the matrix 𝑅  into the matrices U, S and V, yielding 
the relation 𝑆𝑉𝐷(𝑅) = 𝑈 𝑥 𝑆 𝑥 𝑉 .  

4. Reduce the dimensionality of matrix S by taking the k diagonal 
entries and create 𝑆 . Perform the similar step of matrices U and 
V, resulting in  𝑈  and 𝑈  respectively. This step results in the 
approximation of original rating matrix 𝑅 =  𝑈 ∗ 𝑆 ∗ 𝑉 .  

 
5. Compute  𝑆  and calculate the two matrix products: 

 

𝑆 ∗ 𝑈   (10) 

𝑆 ∗ 𝑉   (11) 

  

Equation 10 yields a matrix which consist of m users in the k 
dimensional space, and equation 11 consist of m items in the k 
dimensional space. The matrix resulting from the computation of 
equation 11, consists of ratings assigned by users on items, where 
an entry is denoted as 𝑚𝑟 . 

6. Construct the neighborhoods by computing similarity of items 
and isolating the set of items which are most similar to the 
current item. 

a. Calculate the Adjusted Cosine Similarity between two 
items item 𝑖  and 𝑖 , using the following formula 

𝑠𝑖𝑚 = 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 =  
∑ 𝑚𝑟 ∗ 𝑚𝑟

∑ 𝑚𝑟 ∑ 𝑚𝑟
 

(12) 

K is the number of users, which is selected from the 
previous dimension reduction step.  
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b. From the result of the Adjusted Cosine Similarity for all 
the pairs consisting of a random item and the current item, 
collect the items that are most similar to the current item. 

7. Generate predictions for users on items, using the following 
formula: 

𝑝𝑟 =  
∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑚 ∗ (𝑟𝑟 + 𝑟 )

∑ |𝑠𝑖𝑚 |
 

(13) 

Using the formula, a prediction for user 𝑢  on item 𝑖  is calculated. 
In formula 13, I is a set of items which have the highest similarity 
score and 𝑟  is the original user average rating.      

4.3 Conversion of implicit to explicit feedback 
The third theory study was about how implicit feedback could be 
converted to explicit feedback, so that it could be used to create product 
recommendation algorithms based on explicit feedback. From the 
theory study, two papers were collected which provide two methods: 

1. K. Choi, D. Yoo, G. Kim and Y. Suh, "A hybrid online-product 
recommendation system: Combining implicit rating-based 
collaborative filtering and sequential pattern analysis" Electronic 
Commerce Research and Applications, vol. 11, pp. 309-317, 2012. [50] 

2. H. Tang and X. Cheng, "PERSONALIZED E-COMMERCE 
RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM BASED ON COLLABORATIVE 
FILTERING UNDER HADOOP," World, vol. 1, pp. 146-148, 2017. 
[51] 
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4.3.1 Transaction based conversion of implicit feedback 

In the first paper "A hybrid online-product recommendation system: 
Combining implicit rating-based collaborative filtering and sequential 
pattern analysis", the object is to derive explicit feedback from user 
transactions. The papers includes two methods, one in which the 
transactions from the users are used to calculate ratings that are fetched 
into a collaborative filtering algorithm. The other method is to calculate 
sequential pattern analysis (SPA) from the transactions. The papers also 
shows how these two methods can be combined to create recommended 
items. In this work however, only the first method is considered, which 
transforms transactions (implicit feedback) into explicit feedback 
(ratings). [50] 

The algorithm to convert implicit feedback to explicit feedback has the 
following three steps [50]: 

1. Calculate the absolute preference (AP) given the transaction data 
from a user (u) and an item (i): 

𝐴𝑃(𝑢, 𝑖) = ln
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑢 𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑢
+ 1  (14) 

 
2. However, AP can be misleading value for presenting the exact 

preference of a user u on an item i. This is because that a user can 
have different frequency of purchases on different products 
because of product lifetime, product price etc. For example, 
certain products might have a long lifetime and thus, the 
products are purchased less frequently as other products. 
However, this does not conclude that the user buying the product 
is not satisfied with the product. Because of this reason, relative 
preference (RP) is calculated from absolute preference (AP) so 
that the purchase frequency is compared to the other users: 

𝑅𝑃(𝑢, 𝑖) =
𝐴𝑃(𝑢, 𝑖)

𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∈ (𝐴𝑃(𝑐, 𝑖))
 (15) 
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U is the set of all users that have purchased item i. The formula 
means that AP for a user u is divided by the maximum value of 
AP of all the users that have bought the item i. Thus, RP is 
between 0.0 and 1.0.  

3. The final step is to compute the actual rating, the implicit rating: 

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑢, 𝑖) = 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑝(5 ∗ 𝑅𝑃(𝑢, 𝑖)) (16) 

Thus, after using step 1-3 with equations 1-3, the transaction data can be 
successfully be converted into implicit rating from 1-5 that can be used 
in product recommendation methods. 

4.3.2 Combination of explicit ratings and weight based user actions 

In the second paper, “PERSONALIZED E-COMMERCE 
RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM BASED ON COLLABORATIVE 
FILTERING UNDER HADOOP”, a recommender system based on 
Hadoop is built. What the paper proposes is a method to combine 
already existing user ratings of products, with implicit operation ratings. 
In this context, implicit operation ratings means ratings that are 
computed from user interactions. 

The user action behaviors that are collected are clicks, searching, 
enshrining, when products are added to the shopping cart and 
purchases. Each of the actions is associated with a weight, given in Table 
2. 

Table 2: Different weights by different user behaviors. 

User behavior Weight 

Click 1 

Search 2 

Enshrine 3 

Add to shopping cart 4 

Purchase 5 
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From the Table 2, user preference (𝑈 ) can be calculated using the 
following formula: 

𝑈 =
𝑈

𝑈
 (17) 

𝑈  is the total number of levels of ratings and the 𝑈  is a value 
from 1-5. From the user preference, the user rating of each product in 
the rating matrix 𝑈 , , can be changed by the following formula: 

𝑈 , = 𝑈 ,  𝑥 𝑈  (18) 

This yields a matrix which combines the user actual rating (1-5) and the 
behavior of each user as well. From the paper, the result shows that the 
combination of implicit user actions and ratings was more accurate than 
just using explicit feedback in form of ratings. [51] 

4.4 Chosen solution 
From the three theory studies, one method from each study has been 
chosen to be implemented to be able to solve the problem mentioned in 
Chapter 1. 

From the first study on how to process events, Apache Spark has been 
chosen. As mentioned, both Storm and Spark is suitable to handle 
streams of data. However, the data that will be used in this work will 
not be a stream of data. Because Storm is focused on streams of data 
only, Apache Spark will be used to read and manage the events 
collected from users.  

From the second theory study on how to make the collaborative filtering, 
the Alternating Least Square (ALS) algorithm has been chosen to be 
implemented. As mentioned in the second theory study results, 
Alternating Least Squares algorithm involves many independent 
computations to minimize the cost function, where the computations 
can be made parallel to each other. As mentioned in the first theory 
study, Apache Spark can be used to parallelize computations and has a 
machine learning library as well. Because of these reasons, Apache 
Spark has been chosen as the underlying architecture to build the 
recommendations upon.  
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From the third theory study, the first result from Choi et al. has been 
chosen to be implemented to convert the implicit feedback to explicit 
feedback. This is because the event data that is to be used in the 
implemented recommendation engine will consist of user transactions.  
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5 Implementation 
The following chapter describes the implementation of the 
recommendation system. The architecture for the system is described in 
Figure 6 below. 

 

Figure 6: The architecture of the recommendation system to be implemented. 

As Figure 6 describes, the recommendation engine uses input data 
consisting of user events inherited from Amazon S3 to be able to create 
recommendations. The flow throughout the system model can be 
presented using the sequence diagram given in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: A sequence diagram describing how the different parts 
communicates. 

This chapter is divided into five parts, in 5.1 S3 and the user events are 
explained, in 5.2 Apache Spark and its three phases are explained. In 5.3 
the database that will be used and the database structure are presented. 
In 5.4 the REST API is explained. Finally, in 5.5 the measurement setup 
is presented, which is how the system and the different parts in the 
implementation are evaluated.  

5.1 Amazon S3 and user event data management 
In this subchapter, the methods used to store, fetch and preprocess the 
user event data are mentioned. 

5.1.1 Amazon Kinesis Firehose and Amazon S3 

The user events that will be used for the product recommendations will 
be stored in Amazon S3. Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) is a cloud 
based object storage system built to store files that is inherited from 
various sources, such as mobile apps, web sites or IoT devices and 
sensors. [52] [53] To be able to capture the data and store it in S3, 
Amazon Kinesis Firehose is used, which sends the data to S3 in batches. 
S3 receives the data from the sources and inserts them into a bucket, 
which is the container for the stored data. This happens in near real-time, 
since the batches of event data could be sent to S3 within 60 seconds. [54] 
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The user event data is gzipped (compressed in .gz format) before the log 
files are stored in S3 in a bucket. The user event data that will be used in 
this thesis, originates from web sites and mobile applications. These web 
sites and mobile applications are used by customers to buy products 
and when these purchases occur, event data describing detail of the 
products and the customer are created and sent to Amazon Kinesis Data 
Firehose and then S3. The events that are to be used in the 
recommendation engine will be a sample of events that were created 
during a period of five months. Because of confidentially reasons, the 
specific months cannot be presented. 

Each event consist of the following information: 

 Event id – Id to identify a specific event. 

 Event Type – The type of event, for example an order. 

 Payment type – How the order will be payed, for example using 
credit card, invoice or by the cashier in the store. 

 Order id – Id to identify the specific order in which the product 
belongs to. 

 Order external id – The id for the source system where the order 
inherits from. 

 Base consumer – Information block about the consumer 
(customer), such as consumer id that identifies the consumer. 

 Event date block – Information block about the time when the 
event was generated, such as week, day and time. 

 Organization id – Id that identifies a certain organization. 

 Organization name – The name of the certain organization. 

 Store id – Id that identifies the certain store the order was sent to. 

 Store name – The name of the store that the order was sent to. 

 Store location city – The city where the store is located. 
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 Campaign id – Id to identify a certain campaign that was used in 
the purchase. 

 Order element type – What kind of product that is purchased. 

 Order element change type – Indicates if something in the order 
is changed, for example, if a customer decides to remove tomato 
from a burger, this attribute is set to “DELETION”. 

 Order element name – The name of the product. 

 Product id – Id to identify a certain product. 

 Product option group id – Identifies the id for a certain choice of 
option. For example: If a customer buys a burger and wants some 
extra fries as a fixture, fixture has a certain Id while the fries has a 
product id.  

 Price – The price of the product. 

 Discount – Indicates if there is any discount for the product. 

 Currency – Which kind of currency that was used to pay the 
order. 

However, because of confidentially reasons, further information about 
the actual event data such as the actual customer ids cannot be revealed.  

The events that are fetched into Amazon S3 from kinesis is set to be 
inserted every minute or when the batch size (the number of events) 
reached 5 MB. 

5.1.2 Amazon CLI 

To be able to use the event data to make recommendations, the data 
stored in S3 will be fetched to a local directory on a machine. This is 
done using Amazon CLI (Command Line Interface). Using the interface, 
it is possible to copy buckets from S3 to a local directory. Given the copy 
command, everything that is stored in S3 bucket is copied to local folder. 
This copy operation is set to be recursive, which increases the efficiency 
of the copy operation. 
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5.2 Apache Spark 
This subchapter describes how Apache Spark has been implemented to 
be able to fetch the user event data, parse the data and how to build the 
product recommendations model. 

5.2.1 Concatenating files 

The user events that is downloaded from S3 will be stored in a tree 
structure with multiple log files spread through many folders. This 
means that to read all this files, a spark job must iterate through all the 
folders, unzipping the files and then fetch them into the system. Instead 
of doing this every time, the implementation of Apache Spark is made 
such that Spark reads the files for a given month one time and output 
them to a single file.   

In the bucket in which the log files can be found, there is a hierarchy of 
folders describing the year, month, day and hour of the day in which the 
logs were generated. This means that there are many levels of folders 
and thus many files for each day and each hour. As mentioned in [55], 
there are some issues with Apache Spark that needs to be considered, 
“The small files problem” is one of them. This issue regards working 
with large amount of small files, such as gzipped files in S3 as in this 
case. This means that there will be a heavy burden laid on Apache Spark 
to iterate through all the folders and uncompressing each file in a 
sequence. When each of the files has been uncompressed, each of them 
becomes a partition in the resulting RDD in Spark. The solution for this 
issue is to change the format for the compression or reduce the number 
of files in S3.  

Because of this issue with Spark, there will be a preprocessing step in 
which a Spark job will be used to read logs for a given year and month, 
concatenating the files and output to one file for the specific month. 
Later on, these log files can be accessed for a specific month instead of 
iterating through every day of the month and every hour when the 
model creation step will proceed. The preprocessing can be used by 
attaching the flag -concat together with the specific month and year to 
the execution command given to Apache Spark, such as 1801 to read all 
the log files generated in January 2018. 
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In the concatenating function, a JavaSparkContext object is used to set a 
flag in Hadoop configuration. This flag enables recursive read, which 
lets the user give the source of the directory to read from similar to 
“C:/Logs/2018/01/*”. This means that Apache Spark will read all the files 
and the subfolders in the folder 01 (January). 

Using JavaSparkContext object with the enabled recursive read, the log 
files are read and put into a RDD and then collected into a list with the 
event entries. This means that there is a list in which each of the element 
is a line consisting of an event. When the events have been read and 
collected in the list, the collection of events are written to a file using a 
FileWriter object.  

5.2.2 Parsing and create ratings 

The next step in the implementation for Apache Spark involves reading 
user events from a given file with monthly events and generate rating 
for each consumer transaction of a product. The parsing can be 
performed by attaching the flag –parsing together with the specific 
event file given to the execution command for Apache Spark. This 
means that ratings are created for each transaction based on the method 
given in Chapter 4.3.1. 

The first step of the parsing function is to read the file given by the input 
parameter using a JavaSparkContext object and the function textFile to 
get a JavaRDD. This interprets each line in the file as a single string 
object. However, to be able to make sense of each of the event and its 
fields (given in Chapter 5.1.1), a map function is used to parse and 
transform the JavaRDD object to the type Transaction instead of string. 
This is by using the libraries Gson and JsonReader, which are used to 
interpret each of line as json format and parse to objects, thus 
interpreting the fields correctly. 

To make the actual parsing using Gson and JsonReader, three POJO 
classes have been constructed called Transaction, BaseConsumer and 
EventDataBlock, which describe each of the attributes of the event log 
files (see Chapter 5.1.1). A figure describing the structure and relation 
between the POJO classes is attached in Appendix A.  
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The parsing function in the Transaction class is fetched to the map 
function mentioned. From the map function, the resulting type of the 
JavaRDD is Transaction, meaning that for each of the transactions in the 
input log file, each attribute can be accessed and used by Apache Spark.  

However, some of the events is not valid to use to create 
recommendations, due to missing values. For some events, the attribute 
BaseConsumer (consisting of information about the actual person that 
purchased the certain product) is missing because the purchase has been 
anonymous. In some events, the attribute productId is missing as well. 
Due to these two aspects, after the parsing step, the JavaRDD consisting 
of all the events are being filtered using a filter function. The filter 
function only keep the transactions that are valid, namely consisting of a 
BaseConsumer attribute and productId which is otherwise collected as 
null or zero values. 

After the collection events have been parsed and filtered, the last step of 
the parsing and filtering step is to create rating values for each 
transaction so that recommendation model and recommendations can 
be constructed using the rating, consumer id and product id. 

To be able to construct the ratings of the transactions, a group by 
function is used to create two map collections, transactionConsumers 
and transactionsProducts from the previous JavaRDD collection of 
events. A Map consist of elements with a key and a value. In 
transactionConsumers, the transactions are grouped by consumerId 
which means that the key is consumerId and the value is all the 
transactions done by the certain consumer. In the other map collection 
transactionProducts, transactions are grouped by productId instead. 
Thus, the key is productId and the value is all the transactions in which 
the certain productId occur. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4.4.1, three formulas are used to compute a 
rating of a transaction given a set of transactions by users. The first 
equation (equation 14) is used to compute the absolute preference (AP), 
the second equation (equation 15) is used to compute the relative 
preference (RP) and the third equation (equation 16) is to compute the 
actual explicit rating (1-5) using the previous computations.  
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As shown in the equation 14, to compute the absolute preference (AP) 
for a given transaction, the number of transactions by the current user 
on the current product is divided by the total number of transactions 
done by the current user. Then number 1 is added to the result and is 
put in a logarithmic function to get the output of absolute preference 
(AP) for the given consumer and product.  

To compute the numerator in equation 1 (number of transactions by the 
current consumer and current product), the map collection 
productTransaction is used with the current product id to get all the 
consumers that have been purchasing the product. Then the number of 
occurrences of the given consumer id is counted in the list and stored. 

To compute the denominator in equation 14 (total number of 
transactions by the current consumer), the map collection 
consumerProduct is used with the current consumerId to get all the 
transactions performed by the consumer. The number of the 
transactions is then computed and stored.  

As shown in equation 15, to compute the relative preference (RP), the 
current absolute preference (AP) is divided by the maximum value of 
AP of the given product. To get the maximum value of AP for the 
current product, a map APproduct is used that store all the absolute 
preferences computed for each product, meaning that the productId is 
key and the values of AP are value for each key. Thus, the maximum 
value of the AP is fetched by the map using the product id as the key 
and computing the maximum value of the list given by the key. From 
the maximum value of AP, RP can be computed. 

Finally, equation 16 is computed by multiplying the generated RP by 
five and round up the result, which yields an integer rating for the 
product by the user between 1 and 5. The rating value is then inserted in 
the transactions collection and outputted to a file in JSON format. 
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5.2.3 Building recommendation model and user recommendations 

The third step for Apache Spark is to build the recommendation model 
and create the actual recommendations for the consumers, using the 
transactions with ratings. The model creation is performed by attaching 
the flag –model together with the name of a file with transactions 
(including the calculated rating) for a given month. From all the 
transactions, the following four types of recommendations are created: 

 Recommendations based on organization id 

 Recommendations based on week day 

 Recommendations based on time of day 

 General recommendations 

Recommendations based on organization id means that the transactions 
are filtered for each unique organization id and are stored in a 
separately dataset based on each organization. Recommendations based 
on week day means that the transactions are stored in separately 
datasets based on which day they were performed. Recommendations 
based on time of day means that the transactions are filtered based on 
which period during the day it was made and stored in separately 
datasets. General recommendations means that there are no filtering but 
instead all the transactions for a given month are used to create 
recommendations for the users from all the organizations, time of day 
and week days.  

To be able to store the recommendations, the connection between 
Apache Spark and the database MongoDB is configured. This is done by 
setting the output URL to MongoDB in a SparkConf object. In the 
output URL, the IP address to MongoDB is specified, as well as the 
database name and the collection name (see Chapter 5.3 about 
MongoDB).  

The first step of the model creation function is to read the file of the 
transactions stored in JSON format using a SparkSession object and its 
read function. The returning object is a dataset of the transactions which 
will be similar to a table in a relational database. This means that all the 
fields of the log file will become column values and the corresponding 
values of each entry of each field are rows.  
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When the transactions have been fetched into a dataset, a temporary 
view is registered so that the dataset can be used to make SQL queries to 
get certain responses. The next step is to get all unique values of 
organization ids, week days and time of days to produce the 
recommendations, respectively. This is done by sending SQL queries to 
the original dataset of all the transactions, requesting the unique values. 
This means that there will be three different datasets of unique values: 
one dataset for all the unique organization ids, one dataset for all the 
unique week days and one dataset for all the unique time of days. The 
next step is to get all the transactions for each unique value and create 
the recommendations based on the specific filtering of transactions.  

The first step is to get all transactions for each unique week day and 
send the resulting dataset to a function which create the model and that 
inserts the recommendations into a database. This is done using the for 
each function, for the dataset storing all the unique values of week day. 
Then for each unique value, a SQL query is made to get all the 
transactions with the specific value of the week day and with the three 
columns consumer id, rating and product id. This is done for all the 
unique values of week day, then the resulting datasets of each week day 
is sent to a function which is responsible for creating the 
recommendations and inserting them into the database MongoDB.   

As mentioned in Chapter 4.2.1, the ALS technique is a matrix 
factorization method that can be used for collaborative filtering. This 
ALS technique is implemented in Apache Spark (as mentioned in 
Chapter 4.4), namely in the machine learning library ml and will be used 
to create the four different kinds of recommendations mentioned, this is 
by using an object called ALS. For the ALS algorithm implementation, 
five variables are needed to be set before the recommendations can be 
produced: maximum iterations, regularization parameter, user column, 
rating column and item column. Maximum iterations means the number 
of iterations that will be used at maximum to solve the two factorized 
matrices, which is set to the value five in this engine. The regularization 
parameter is to prevent overfitting and is set to 0.01. User column, rating 
column and item column are strings that tells which columns in the 
dataset that represent the specific attributes (consumer id, rating and 
product id).  
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When the ALS variables have been set, an ALS model can be created 
using a fit function in the ALS object, in which the specific dataset is 
fetched as input parameter. In this step the whole dataset is used, but 
the original dataset is also divided into a training and a test dataset to be 
able to get the accuracy by building the model using the training dataset 
and testing it using the test dataset. However, the accuracy of the model 
is not concerned in this work, but rather partly implemented in the 
program code to be used in future work.  

Using the fit function in ALS results in an ALSmodel object, which can 
be used to get the recommendations, using the recommendForAllUsers 
function, with the number of recommended items set to 10. This 
function returns a dataset containing this 10 elements that got the 
highest score of rating. This procedure is similar for the time of day 
recommendations, organization recommendations and the general 
recommendations as well, except that the transactions are filtered based 
on different types of unique values.  

For all the recommendation types generated, every entry of the dataset 
with the recommendations have the following fields: 

 Consumer id (for the specific user) 

 Recommendations (a list of the product recommendations) that 
consist of: 

o Product id (the specific product id that is recommended) 

o Rating (predicted rating from ALS model) 

5.3 MongoDB 
The database that will be used as the storage unit for the 
recommendations built by Apache Spark is MongoDB. MongoDB is a 
NoSQL database that stores the data in documents, formatted in JSON 
(see Chapter 2.6). MongoDB is a distributed database which encodes the 
JSON documents into BSON format. [56] [57] 
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To be able to store the dataset including recommendations, the 
underlying datatype has to be converted from the datatype Row to a 
datatype suitable for MongoDB, namely document. This is done in 
Apache Spark using three steps. The first step is to convert the dataset 
into JSON format, using the toJSON function in the dataset object. The 
second step is to convert from dataset to a JavaRDD object, using the 
toJavaRDD function in the dataset object. The third step is to use the 
map function in JavaRDD object and having a user defined method that 
is parsing each recommendation in JSON format to a document object.  

These three steps results in a conversion of dataset of type Row to a 
JavaRDD of type document. Then, depending on which kind of 
recommendations that have been generated, some additional 
information is added to each of these documents in the JavaRDD 
collections. For the general recommendations, a current timestamp is 
added to the documents. For the week day recommendations, a current 
timestamp and the specific week day are added to the documents. For 
the time of day recommendations, a current timestamp and the specific 
time of day value are added. Finally, for the organization 
recommendations, a current timestamp and the organization id are 
added to each document. 

The database name that will store collections of recommendations is 
named recommendationDB. The recommendations are inserted into 
different collections, depending on the type of recommendation. As 
mentioned in Chapter 5.2.3 there will be four types of recommendations, 
thus, the database will have the following 4 collections: 

 userGeneralRecommendations – Includes the recommendations 
based on the whole monthly collection of events, without any 
filtering.  

 userOrganizationRecommendations – Includes recommendations 
based on datasets with unique organization id.  

 userTimeOfDayRecommendations – Includes recommendations 
based on the time of day when the transactions were made.  
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 userWeekDayRecommendations – Includes recommendations 
based on the certain day of the week when the transaction were 
made.  

5.4 REST API 
The task of the recommendation API is to be able to get 
recommendation from the recommendation engine (MongoDB). It is 
responsible to send requests to MongoDB and deliver the response to 
the end user. As mentioned in chapter 3, the API has been chosen as the 
type of API which will be running on a tomcat v9 server. The REST API 
will have support to receive GET requests for a specific type of 
recommendation and returning recommendations, based on a 
consumerId. A detailed UML diagram describing the structure of the 
API is illustrated in appendix B. In Figure 8, a simplified figure explains 
the architecture of the API.  

 

Figure 8: The structure of the REST API. 
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As Figure 8 describes, the API consist of three major parts: resource, 
model and service. The resource class RecommendationResource will be 
the class which get the user requests from HTTP get requests. The 
model class ConsumerRecommendation and ProductScores are classes 
which describe the structure on how the responding recommendations 
will have.  

The service class can be seen as the intermediate layer between the 
resource class with the user request and the recommendation engine 
and are responsible for the connection between the REST API and 
MongoDB. Thus, the resource class has multiple functions for each kind 
of request, which uses the service to be able to get the recommendations 
stored in MongoDB, which will have the structure defined in the model 
classes. 

As mentioned in Chapter 5.2.3 and 5.3, there will be four types of 
recommendations: organization, week day, time of day and general. The 
resource class provides support for structured requests and can also 
interpret queries. This means that the resource class has one unique 
endpoint URL for each of these types of recommendations as well as a 
URL where the REST API can interpret the user request as a query. Thus, 
there will be the following endpoint URLs supported in the REST API: 

 /RecommenderAPI/recommendations/consumer/{consumerId} 

 /RecommenderAPI/recommendations/organization/{organization
Id}/consumer/{consumerId} 

 /RecommenderAPI/recommendations/weekDay/{weekDay}/cons
umer/{consumerId} 

 /RecommenderAPI/recommendations/timeOfDay/{timeOfDay}/c
onsumer/{consumerId} 

 /RecommenderAPI/recommendations/query?consumer={consum
erId}&&queryParameter={queryValue} 
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For all the types of recommendations, a consumer id is needed, which is 
the reason why this is a mandatory input parameter in all of the 
mentioned endpoints. Then, depending on which type of 
recommendation that is requested, an additional parameter is needed as 
well (organization id, week day or time of day). The last endpoint is the 
query endpoint, which is implemented to simplify the usage of the 
REST API, so the user can make a query instead of using the predefined 
structured URLs.  

To be able to create the specific endpoint URLs in the resource class, 
some annotations from Javax library were used. The path annotation 
was used to specify the URL to get a certain recommendation. The get 
annotation was used to define the HTTP method of the function so that 
the server could interpret requests correctly. Pathparam annotation was 
used to be able to interpret the URL parameters for each request, such as 
consumer id. Finally, for all the recommendations, the annotation called 
produces, was used to convert the returning recommendation objects to 
JSON format.  

For every endpoint function defined in the resource class, there is an 
associated function in the service class which manage the connection to 
MongoDB, sends the query and returns the result as an object defined 
by the model classes. A MongoClient object and a MongoDatabase 
object are used to connect to the database and a specific collection, 
which results in a MongoCollection object. To be able to make a query to 
a collection in MongoDB a BasicDBObject is used, to specify the query 
parameter such as consumer id and the additional parameter 
(organization id, week day or time of day). Then the MongoCollection 
object is used to make the query to the collection, using the find function 
where the BasicDBObject is used as input parameter.  
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To be able to interpret the result from the service class using the model 
classes ConsumerRecommendation and ProductScores, a CodecRegistry 
object is used to make use of the model classes as the returning datatype 
for each response from MongoDB. The model class 
ConsumerRecommendation includes all the fields that exists in all 
collections in MongoDB: 

 Consumer id 

 Organization id 

 Timestamp 

 Week day 

 Time of day 

 List of product scores (a list of the product recommendations) 

This means that for each request sent to the resource class, the service 
class uses the model classes to interpret the response from MongoDB. A 
result of this is that depending on the recommendation, some fields will 
be set to null and will not be shown to the user as a JSON response from 
the resource class.  

5.5 Measurement setup 
This subchapter describes how the system presented in 5.1-5.4 is 
evaluated and what kind of measurements that will be performed to 
make the evaluation. For the Spark setup, the executor node was set to 
use 5 GB of RAM memory. The whole system has been running and 
evaluated on a computer with technical specifications described in Table 
3. 
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Table 3: Technical specifications of the used computer for measurements. 

CPU cores 4 

CPU speed 4 GHz 

RAM size 32 GB 

Network speed 100/100 Mbits/s 

 

All the measurement that are described in 5.5.1-5.5.5 will be using user 
events from the five collection months. 

5.5.1 Amazon S3 and Amazon CLI 

As mentioned in 5.1, the event files that are stored in S3, will be fetched 
using Amazon CLI to be used to get the files into a local directory. The 
throughput of Amazon S3 and Amazon CLI will be evaluated by the 
download speed measured by downloading all the files, monthly. To be 
able to measure the time elapsed to downloading these files, the 
command “Measure-command” in windows powershell will be used. 
Each monthly collection of log files will be downloaded five times and 
then the mean value of the time required to download each collection 
will be calculated from the five iterations. From this, the download 
speed will be calculated by dividing the size of each log files folder by 
the required time to download it. 
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5.5.2 Concatenating log files 

As mention in Chapter 5.2.1, the first step in Apache Spark is to extract 
the compressed files for a given month, read each line of event and 
output to a single file. The scalability of the concatenating phase in 
Apache Spark will be evaluated by measuring the required time to 
perform these steps as well as calculate the throughput of events/second 
that are being concatenated by Apache Spark. The amount of time 
required for each monthly collection of log files will be measured using 
the function CurrentTimeMillis in Java’s system library. This means that 
the time can be measured in accuracy of milliseconds. Each monthly 
collection measurement will be performed five times, to be able to 
calculate the mean value of the time needed to perform the task. The 
throughput given in events/second will be calculated using the 
measurements of time required to concatenate the files. The number of 
events in the outputted log file will then be divided by the required time 
to concatenate the files.  

5.5.3 Parsing and creating explicit ratings 

As mentioned in Chapter 5.2.2, the second step in Apache Spark is to 
read events from a certain month, parse them and create explicit ratings 
from the given transactions. The scalability of parsing and create the 
explicit ratings in Apache Spark will be evaluated by measuring the 
required time to perform this task. The time to perform this task will be 
measured using CurrentTimeMillis function and the number of 
iterations will be five for each monthly collection of events. In addition 
to the required time to perform the task, throughput will be presented 
as well, given in number of events/second. The number of events is 
transactions that are valid i.e. transactions that have non-missing values 
of consumer id or product id. This value will be divided by the mean 
value of the time measurements for each event collection.  
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5.5.4 Building the recommendation model and user recommendations 

As mentioned in 5.2.3, the third step of Apache Spark is to build four 
types of recommendation models and thus the recommendations for the 
consumers. The scalability of the building process in Apache Spark will 
be evaluated by measuring the time required to perform the building 
process, which involves filtering the transactions based on each 
recommendation type and then creating the recommendations. This will 
be measured using CurrentTimeMillis function as well, where the 
model creation phase will include building all the four model 
simultaneously. This will be iterated five times to calculate the mean 
value of time needed to create the recommendations for each dataset of 
logs.  

5.5.5 Request recommendations from MongoDB using REST API 

As mentioned in 5.3 and 5.4, MongoDB will be used to store all the 
recommendation types and a REST API will be used to be able to get a 
certain user product recommendation from MongoDB. The scalability of 
the REST API and MongoDB will be evaluated by measuring the 
response time for concurrent request sent to MongoDB, using the REST 
API. The scalability of MongoDB and the REST API will also be 
measured by the throughput given in requests/second, calculated by the 
response time. The measurements will be performed using the 
framework Apache Jmeter. The number of concurrent requests will be in 
the interval of 1-500. Between 10 to 100 concurrent requests, the 
increment step of concurrent requests is 10. Between 100-500 concurrent 
requests, the increment step of concurrent request is 100.  

In Jmeter, different thread groups will be created as well as one HTTP 
request template. Each thread group specifies the number of concurrent 
threads (simulated users) that will send HTTP requests using the HTTP 
request template.  In each thread group, the Ramp-up period is set to 0, 
meaning that all the threads will be created at the same time and 
executed simultaneously.  
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6 Results 
In this chapter, the result of the measurements performed for the 
implemented system is presented. In 6.1 the result of measurement on 
download speed for Amazon S3 and Amazon CLI is presented. In 6.2 
the measurement of concatenating log files in Apache Spark is presented. 
In 6.3 the result of parsing events and creating explicit rating step in 
Apache Spark is presented. In 6.4, the measurement for building the 
recommendations in Apache Spark is presented. Finally, in 6.5 the 
measurements on the REST API and MongoDB are presented. 

6.1 Amazon S3 and Amazon CLI 
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the first step in the recommendation engine 
is to get the actual log files to a local directory. In Table 4 and Figure 9, 
information about the log files that are stored in S3 are presented.  

Table 4: A summary of the datasets stored in S3. 

Dataset Number of 
events 

Number of 
files 

Number of 
folders 

Size (MB) 

Month 1 39 804 5 176 203 3.70 

Month 2 197 555 12 917 410 13.10 

Month 3 246 299 14 814 436 16.40 

Month 4 264 942 14 542 417 17.40 

Month 5 335 011 17 788 503 22.60 
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Figure 9: The increase of events for the five collections of events. 

Table 4 shows that the amount of user events increases between month 1 
dataset to month 5 dataset in both size, files, folders and events. The 
increase of number of events for these collections is also shown in 
Figure 9. The most significant increase of collected user events is 
between the first two months.  

In Figure 10, the result from the measurement of download speed for 
the five mentioned datasets using Amazon CLI is shown. 
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Figure 10: Download speed when copying log files collection for each month. 

In Figure 10, it can be shown that the download speed varies between 
approximately 55-85 Kbits/second. From the first dataset to the month 4 
dataset, the download speed increases. However, for month 5 the 
download speed decreases.  

6.2 Concatenating log files 
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the first step that is performed in Apache 
Spark is to read all the files containing events from a certain month, and 
outputting it to a single file. The result from the measurements of 
required time to concatenating these files for each dataset described in 
Table 4, are presented in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Required time to concatenate files for different datasets of log files. 

In Figure 11, it can be shown that the amount of time Apache Spark 
requires to read all the log files for each month increases between the 
datasets month 1 to month 5. The figure shows that the time increases 
most rapidly between month 1 and month 2, from approximately 100 
seconds to 250 seconds. In Figure 12, the throughput of Apache Spark 
when files are read and concatenating is presented. 
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Figure 12: Throughput when concatenating files from different datasets of log 
files. 

In Figure 12, the performance of Apache Spark concatenating files is 
shown in units of events/second. As the figure reveals, Apache Spark 
shows the most increased performance when considering the difference 
for the month 1 and month 2. The figure shows that for month 1, 
Apache Spark concatenates the log files by approximately 400 user 
events/second. However, for the month 2 dataset, the performance has 
doubled, meaning that Apache Spark manages more than 800 
events/second.  

6.3 Parsing and creating ratings 
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the second step of Apache Spark is to parse 
and create explicit ratings from a file of monthly events. As mentioned 
in Chapter 5.2.2, there are some transactions that have missing values of 
consumer id or product id that are considered invalid. These 
transactions are considered to be invalid transactions to use for 
recommendations and are filtered out. Further information about these 
events and the distribution of valid and invalid transactions are 
presented in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Division of valid and invalid transactions for each dataset. 

Dataset Total 
number of 
events 

Number of 
invalid 
transactions  

Number of 
valid 
transactions  

Month 1 39 804 37 475  

(94%) 

2 329  

(6%) 

Month 2 197 555 196 021 

(99%) 

1 534  

(1%) 

Month 3 246 299 233 024 

(95%) 

13 275  

(5%) 

Month 4 264 942 244 403 

(92%) 

20 539  

(8%) 

Month 5 335 011 322 133 

(96%) 

12 878  

(4%) 

 

The event information in Table 5 shows that for all the datasets, the 
majority of the transactions cannot be used in the recommendation 
engine. The table shows that month 4 has the highest value of valid 
transactions (20 539, 8%). It is also shown that month 2 dataset has the 
lowest value of valid transactions (1 534, 1%).  The result from the 
measurements of required time to parse and create explicit ratings for 
the valid transactions for each dataset are presented in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Required time to parse and create ratings for different datasets of 
user events. 

In Figure 13, it can be shown that the required time that is needed for 
Apache Spark to parse, filter and create explicit ratings reaches the 
highest value for the month 4 dataset. The figure shows that the time 
increases most rapidly between the month 2 and month 3, where the 
required time increases from approximately 20 seconds to 70 seconds. 
The throughput of Apache Spark when parsing and create ratings for 
the different datasets is presented in Figure 14.  
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Figure 14: Throughput when parsing and creating ratings for different datasets 
of user events. 

In Figure 14, the performance of Apache Spark when creating ratings is 
shown in units of events/second. The figure shows that for the datasets 
month 2 to month 5, the performance of Apache Spark increases. The 
highest increase in performance is between month 4 and month 5, where 
Apache Spark increases from approximately 250 to 650 events/second. 
The throughput reaches it maximum value for month 5 and reaches its 
minimum value for month 2. 
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6.4 Building the recommendation model and user 
recommendations 
As mentioned in Chapter 5.2.3, the third step for Apache Spark is to 
create four different types of recommendations, based on the four 
different datasets. The types of recommendations are general, 
organization, time of day and week day. As mentioned in Chapter 5, 
general recommendations means that all the transactions for each month 
are used to create user recommendations. However, for the other three 
types of recommendations, all the unique values of organizations, time 
of days and week days are used to get multiple datasets to make the 
recommendations.  

Information about how many general recommendations and how many 
unique values for the other three types of recommendations are 
presented in Table 6. 

Table 6: Information about the number of recommendations and number of 
unique values. 

Dataset Valid 
transacti
ons  

Number 
of General 
recommen
dations 

Unique 
organizat
ion 

Unique 
time of 
day 
values 

Unique 
week day 
values 

Month 1 2 329  36 2 4 5 

Month 2 1 534  26 2 4 6 

Month 3 13 275  1275 2 5 7 

Month 4 20 539 1659 3 4 7 

Month 5 12 878  641 3 4 7 
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Table 6 shows that the most recommendations are built for the month 4 
dataset (1 659). The number of unique organization values increases 
from two to three for the datasets. This means that the transactions for 
month 1, month 2 and month 3, each dataset are split into two and three 
datasets respectively. For the week day recommendations, the number 
of unique values increases from five to seven, meaning that for month 3, 
month 4 and month 5 there are recommendations built for each week 
day. For the time of day recommendations, there are four different 
recommendations built for each dataset, except month 3 dataset where 
the number of unique values of time of day is five. In Table 7, the 
number of products and consumers in each of the datasets are presented. 

Table 7: Number of unique products and consumers for every dataset. 

Dataset Products Consumers 

Month 1 108 36 

Month 2 72 26 

Month 3 227 1275 

Month 4 278 1659 

Month 5 270 641 

 

As Table 7 presents, the month 4 dataset includes the most products and 
consumers, 278 and 1659 respectively.  It can also be concluded that for 
the month 1 and month 2 datasets, there are more products than 
consumers, while for month 3, month 4 and month 5 datasets, there are 
more consumers than products. In Figure 15, the time required to build 
these four recommendations for all the datasets is presented. 
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Figure 15: Required time to build different types of recommendations, based 
on different datasets of user events. 

Figure 15 shows that the week day recommendations require the most 
time of all the recommendation types to build, which is true for all the 
datasets. In particular, the month 3 dataset has the highest values of 
time needed to build all the recommendation types, except for the 
general recommendations, in which the month 1 dataset requires the 
most time.  The figure also shows that the general recommendation is 
the type of recommendation which requires the lowest time to be able to 
produce user recommendations.  

6.5 REST API and MongoDB 
As mentioned in Chapter 5.4, a REST API is used to be able to get the 
recommendations generated by the recommendation engine. The 
measurement results when having multiple concurrent request sent to 
the database through the REST API are presented in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Response time required to get recommendations for concurrent 
requests. 

Figure 16 shows that when the number of concurrent requests sent to 
MongoDB using the REST API increases, so does the response time for 
MongoDB and the REST API to return the recommendations. This 
means that the highest value for the response time is when sending 500 
requests simultaneously, which is approximately four seconds. It can be 
seen that the response time increases the most between 400 and 500 
concurrent requests, where the increase is from approximately 2500-
4000 milliseconds. In Figure 17, the throughput in terms of 
requests/second of MongoDB and the REST API is presented. 
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Figure 17: Throughput when sending concurrent requests to get 
recommendations. 

Figure 17 shows that MongoDB and the REST API have the best 
performance when managing concurrent requests that are not exceeding 
100. For this interval (except for 1 request), the request/second varies 
approximately 225-350. However, when the concurrent request exceeds 
100, the throughput in terms of requests/second that can be managed, 
each second decreases. 
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7 Conclusions 
This master thesis work has involved building a recommendation 
engine based on the result on three theory studies from the areas of big 
data processing, collaborative filtering techniques and conversion of 
implicit to explicit feedback. Also, it included building a REST API so 
that different recommendations can be fetched from the engine and 
used from any third-party software. In this chapter, the whole thesis is 
summarized using the goals in Chapter 1. In 7.1 ethical aspects are 
discussed and in 7.2 future work and improvements are presented.  

The first goal was to perform a theory study on how event data could be 
processed and from the study, collect two methods. In Chapter 4.1, the 
result from this theory study from four papers resulted in 12 different 
event processing system, in which two system was collected and 
described: Apache Spark and Apache Storm.  

The second goal was to perform a theory study on scalable collaborative 
filtering algorithms and from the study, collect two methods. From the 
study, two matrix factorization methods was collected and described in 
Chapter 4: Alternating Least Squares (ALS) and Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD).  

The third goal was to perform a theory study on how to make 
conversion of implicit user feedback to explicit feedback and from the 
theory study collect two methods. The study resulted in two methods 
that was described in Chapter 4: Derive explicit feedback from user 
transactions and Combination of explicit ratings and weight based user actions.  
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The fourth goal was to construct a recommendation engine that could 
provide a user with product recommendations, using one method from 
each of the previous three theory studies. As mentioned in Chapter 4.4, 
the chosen solution from the three theory studies was to use Apache 
Spark to process the user events. Since the datasets that was used in the 
recommendation engine contained transactions (purchases) from users, 
the first method (Chapter 4.3.1) method was used to be implemented in 
the preprocessing step in Apache Spark to create explicit ratings from 
the transactions. In Chapter 4, it is mentioned that ALS is implemented 
in Apache Spark and ALS is suitable for Apache Spark due to its 
support for parallelization, which is the reason it was used to construct 
the actual product recommendations for users.  

The fifth goal was to construct an application programming interface 
(API) so that the various recommendations could be fetched from the 
recommendation engine and given to any third-party software. As 
presented in Chapter 5, the API that was implemented was a REST API. 
The REST API was constructed so that the HTTP requests could have 
both structured format as well as query format. The structured format 
means that predefined URL endpoints of the API (one for each type of 
recommendation) could be used for the GET requests. The query format 
means that the GET request could be sent as a query string. The API was 
constructed so that the output format was JSON so that the data easily 
could be used in any third-party software.  

The sixth goal was to evaluate the scalability of the processing method, 
Apache Spark. This was done by multiple measurement, as presented in 
Chapter 6 and mentioned in Chapter 5.5. In detail, the scalability of 
Apache Spark was measured when Spark performed two tasks: 
concatenating (see Chapter 6.2, Figure 11 and Figure 12) and parsing (see 
Chapter 6.3, Figure 13 and Figure 14). As mentioned in Chapter 5, the 
concatenating step means that Apache Spark reads the compressed log 
files for a given month and outputs to a single file and parsing means 
that Apache Spark reads the events, filter the invalid transactions and 
create explicit ratings.  
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The results show that the required time for concatenating the different 
monthly collection of events increased in a linear fashion, which should 
not be surprising because of the fact the log files was shown to increase 
for each month. A significant discovery was that the performance 
rapidly increased when the number of events increased, which indicates 
that Apache Spark seems to be scalable for this type of action and 
datasets. The results show that for the parsing step in Apache Spark, the 
required time to parse was higher when the amount of valid 
transactions was high. For the scalability measure of the parsing step, it 
was shown that the performance increased for every dataset (Figure 14). 
An interesting result was that the maximum performance was not for 
the month 4 dataset that contained the most transactions, but rather the 
month 5 dataset which was the dataset that included the third most 
valid transactions. However, what can be concluded is that Apache 
Spark showed a high performance when the number of events and 
transactions increases. What can be concluded is that Apache Spark was 
scalable for the datasets that was used for this type of event processing. 

The seventh goal was to evaluate the scalability of the recommendation 
algorithm that was chosen to be implemented in the recommendation 
engine, namely Alternating Least Square (ALS). As mentioned in 
Chapter 5, four types of recommendations were built: General 
recommendations, organization recommendations, time of day 
recommendations and week day recommendations. The results show 
that the week day recommendation type needed the most time to be 
able to be built (See Figure 15). Chapter 5 describes that the 
implementation of the function which created the models, create 
separate datasets where each dataset contains transactions for a certain 
unique value. As mentioned in Chapter 6, the week day 
recommendations divided the transactions into at most seven different 
datasets (See Table 6). Thus, there are at most seven different 
recommendations that was needed to be constructed (one for each day 
of the week). This might be a reason why the result shows that week 
day recommendations have a significant higher time than the other 
types of recommendations.  
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As mentioned in Chapter 4.2.1, the aim of ALS is to minimize a cost 
function, where the maximum amount of iterations in the 
implementations was set to be five, as mentioned in the Chapter 5. This 
means that when using ALS to minimize the cost function for the 
various recommendation models, the cost function might not have been 
converging to any value during the maximum iterations. Having the 
maximum iteration as a low value, means that the required time 
decreases. However, this might lead to poor quality of the 
recommendations instead.  

Finally, the eight goal was to evaluate the scalability of the database 
MongoDB which stores the different types of recommendations created 
by Apache Spark. As the results show in Chapter 6 (See Figure 16 and 
Figure 17), the response time increases when the number of concurrent 
requests sent to the database using the REST API was increased. A 
significant discovery was that the performance of MongoDB rapidly 
decreased when the number of concurrent request reached 100 and 
above. Thus, what can be concluded is that MongoDB is not scalable for 
significantly large number of concurrent requests. As mentioned in 
Chapter 5, the recommendation engine is based on batches of events 
(monthly), meaning that recommendations are not built automatically, 
but rather by commands. However, if the system was building 
recommendations and inserting them into MongoDB at the same time as 
managing multiple read request inherited from the REST API, the 
performance might be even lower. 

The aim of this study was to contribute to this area of research with 
novel methods to process events and make collaborative filtering 
(product recommendations) scalable. As shown in this thesis work, 
there are multiple alternatives to solve the problem of processing events 
and collaborative filtering. This work included a system which has one 
novel method to process events and one novel method to make product 
recommendations, by using Alternative Least Squares (ALS) using 
Apache Spark. The most important discovery was that these methods 
was scalable for the amount of data that was used. 
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Apart from the goals that were decided, another aspect that was 
considered in this work, was the download speed when acquiring event 
logs from Amazon S3 using Amazon CLI. The result from the 
measurements is given in Chapter 6.1 and Figure 10. It was shown that 
the download speed was significantly low (maximum speed was 85 
Kbits/second), considering the bandwidth of 100/100 Mbits/second that 
was used in the technical setup. This means that the utilization of the 
bandwidth was only 

.
= 0.85  ‰.  

The cause of this low download speed might be because of Amazon S3 
file management and the location of the server, but might be because of 
other reasons as well such as the copy operation and creation of folders 
and files at the client side. Because of the latter reason, the measurement 
of the actual download speed might have been more accurate if another 
method was used. If the tool Wireshark or similar tool to listen to the 
network had been used, the results might have been more accurate 
because then the required time to create folders and files at the client 
would not have been considered in the calculations. 

7.1 Ethical aspects 
As mentioned throughout the report, to be able to create product 
recommendations for users, some user information is needed to be 
collected to derive the recommendations. In this thesis work, the five 
underlying dataset that the recommendations was built upon was user 
transactions, meaning users that purchased certain products during 
different periods of time. Product recommendation feature can be 
constructed to be able to increase the revenue for an organization due to 
increased amount of transactions, it can also be implemented in a 
system to be able to make an application more personalized for a certain 
user. However, to be able to make applications more personalized using 
recommendations on products, some user information is needed to be 
collected, which might not always be desirable for the end user. 
Depending on how personalized the recommendations wanted to be, 
different levels of user data collection is needed.  
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In this thesis work, it was shown that for the datasets that was used, the 
majority of the transactions could not be used because of the fact that no 
user information (consumer id) was able to be collected due to 
anonymous purchases. This is something that clearly shows how 
significant user information is for recommendation engines. In this area 
of research there is a clear tradeoff: Recommendation accuracy and 
integrity. This means that if it is possible to collect a lot of user 
information, it might be possible to create better recommendations on 
items due to learning the behavior of users. However, if it is possible to 
collect a lot of information about a user, the user integrity decreases and 
can even be threatened due to lack of security in the storage of the 
information. 

7.2 Future work 
There are some aspects in the implemented system that should be 
considered into future work improvements.  

7.2.1 Event acquirement 

As mentioned in Chapter 5.1, the events that are stored in Amazon S3 
are sent through Kinesis Firehose. In this thesis work, the 
implementation of the recommendation engine resulted in a 
batch/command based recommendation engine, meaning that events 
have to be fetched into the engine for the recommendations to be 
created. An improvement of the recommendation engine would be to 
make it a real-time recommendation engine that is automated. This 
could be accomplished by connecting it directly either Amazon S3 or 
Kinesis Firehose. In Chapter 5.1, it was mentioned that the event logs 
are sent to Kinesis Firehose and inserted into S3. Kinesis was during this 
thesis work set to insert logs into S3 every minute or when the batch size 
reached 5 MB. This means that the recommendation engine could be 
configured to be connected directly to Amazon S3 (to get 
recommendations every minute) or to be connected directly to Kinesis 
Firehose (to get recommendations in real-time).  
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7.2.2 Cluster setup and parallelization 

An important aspect to consider is the cluster setup of Apache Spark, in 
this work, there was just a single node in the cluster that was used in the 
implementation of the engine. It was presented in the result that the 
majority of the transactions could not be used due to anonymous 
transactions, resulting in smaller datasets to create recommendations 
upon. However, considering the increase of data in the society we live in, 
the amount of data could be much larger in other situations and with 
other datasets. In those situations where the datasets are significantly 
large, the distribution of Apache Spark should be considered to be 
implemented, meaning that the cluster should consist of multiple nodes 
to share the workload with the computations.  

Distribution of Apache Spark should also be consider for the parsing 
step, where the ratings are computed for each transaction. Currently, the 
implementation involves multiple collect operations, meaning that the 
data is transformed into a list in a node and not distributed to any other 
node in cluster. This means that even if additional nodes were added to 
the cluster, the speed might not increase significantly. Because of this 
reason, this step in the implementation should be made more 
parallelized with use of Apache Sparks RDDs, which should improve 
the speed of the parsing step.  

7.2.3 Extending the recommendation engine 

For this thesis work, the recommendation engine supports four types of 
recommendations. It was mentioned in Chapter 5, that each event 
consists of 21 fields. This means that the engine can be extended to build 
recommendations based on other fields in the event. However, to be 
able to create some accurate recommendations (such as 
recommendations based on transactions to a certain store for a certain 
week day), the dataset that is used to build the recommendations should 
be larger.  
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7.2.4 Choice of NoSQL database 

It was shown by the results that MongoDB was not scalable when 
managing more than 100 concurrent requests. As mentioned in Chapter 
2, there are different kinds of NoSQL databases that can be used. For the 
recommendation engine, another database should be implemented and 
evaluated in the future to increase the scalability of the system. NoSQL 
databases is said to be running on a cluster with multiple nodes (see 
Chapter 2), which is something that should be considered in the future. 
Either another NoSQL could be implemented in a multi-node cluster or 
MongoDB could be implemented and evaluated in a multi-node cluster.  

7.2.5 Security and integrity 

Security aspects was not considered in this work but is something that 
should be thought of in future improvement, especially for the REST 
API. Currently, any user is able to get the recommendations because the 
data is published at a URL and is public. A suggestion to future work is 
to adapt basic authentication so that only authorized users can access 
the recommendations. 

7.2.6 Improvements for Apache Spark 

In Chapter 5, the “small file problem” is mentioned, meaning that Spark 
has problem to read a large collection of small files. This is something 
that was confirmed when running the concatenating step in Apache 
Spark when multiple small compressed log files was read. This is yet 
another reason why the recommendation engine could be improved by 
reading directly from Amazon S3 or Kinesis Firehose, in the future.   

Something that can be considered in future improvements is one of the 
limitation of collaborative filtering, namely the “cold start” problem (see 
Chapter 2). A suggestion on how to overcome this problem is to extend 
the REST API to be configured to show trending products when there is 
a cold-start situation. This can be done by having a database connection 
to where all the transactions are saved, or similar approach.  
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Finally, an improvement of the system could be to improve the 
intermediate step between the parsing and recommendation building 
step in Apache Spark. As mentioned in Chapter 5, when the ratings 
have been set, the collection of the transactions is outputted in JSON 
format to a file so it can easily be read and interpreted when building 
the recommendations later. However, these file operations can be 
considered inefficient, meaning that the write/read step should be 
reduced and instead transforming the collection of ratings into a 
dataframe (container suitable for Apache Spark recommendation 
creation step) so it can be used for the recommendation creation directly.  
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Appendix A: Class diagram for 
POJO classes  
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Appendix B: Architecture of REST 
API  
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